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Photon Factory Automated Mounting system (PAM) protein crystal exchange

systems are available at the following Photon Factory macromolecular

beamlines: BL-1A, BL-5A, BL-17A, AR-NW12A and AR-NE3A. The beam-

line AR-NE3A has been constructed for high-throughput macromolecular

crystallography and is dedicated to structure-based drug design. The PAM

liquid-nitrogen Dewar can store a maximum of three SSRL cassettes. Therefore,

users have to interrupt their experiments and replace the cassettes when using

four or more of them during their beam time. As a result of investigation, four or

more cassettes were used in AR-NE3A alone. For continuous automated data

collection, the size of the liquid-nitrogen Dewar for the AR-NE3A PAM

was increased, doubling the capacity. In order to check the calibration with the

new Dewar and the cassette stand, calibration experiments were repeatedly

performed. Compared with the current system, the parameters of the novel

system are shown to be stable.
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1. Introduction

Automated sample-exchange robots are indispensable for

efficient usage of macromolecular crystallography beamlines.

Once users set samples on the automated system inside an

experimental hutch before their experiments, the samples can

be handled by the automated system during beam time. For

example, the users select a sample from the uploaded list and

click a button on the GUI of the beamline control system. The

robot then exchanges samples inside the experimental hutch.

If the users securely login to the beamline control system from

outside of the synchrotron facility, they do not need to visit the

facility for their experiments. The users send their samples

to the facility by mail beforehand, the support staff at the

beamlines insert samples into the robot before the beam time,

and then the users can carry out their experiments by remote

control. In addition, the sample-exchange robot and auto-

mated centring software make fully automated data collection

possible.

In order to handle a large number of samples efficiently,

various sample-exchange systems have been developed and

are currently in use at many synchrotron facilities: Stanford

Auto-Mounting (SAM) system developed by SSRL (Cohen et

al., 2002), the system by DORIS (Karain et al., 2002), the

system by ALS (Snell et al., 2004), Cryogenic Automated

Transfer System (CATS) by ESRF (Ohana et al., 2004;

Jacquamet et al., 2009), SPring-8 Precise Automatic Cryo-

sample Exchanger (SPACE) by SPring-8 (Ueno et al., 2004)

and Sample Changer (SC3) by EMBL-Grenoble (Cipriani et

al., 2006). Several robots are commercially available, such as

Automated Crystal Transport Orientation and Retrieval robot

(ACTOR) from Rigaku, Marresearch Cryogenic Sample

Changer (marcsc) from Marresearch GmbH, BRUNO from

Bruker, CATS from IRELEC and G-Rob from NatX-ray.

At the Photon Factory (PF), the sample-exchange systems

have been in operation at BL-5A and AR-NW12A (Chavas et

al., 2012) since 2006. These systems were developed based on

the SAM and modified in order to fit our beamlines (Hiraki et

al., 2007). In addition, we developed double tongs (Hiraki et

al., 2008) to reduce the time required for sample exchange. We

named the sample-exchange robot with double tongs ‘PAM’

(PF Automated Mounting system) and installed PAM at BL-

17A (Igarashi et al., 2007). PAM was installed at AR-NE3A

(Yamada et al., 2010) in collaboration with Astellas Pharma
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Inc., a pharmaceutical company. Subsequently, another PAM

was installed on a newly built microfocus lower-energy

beamline, BL-1A. The double tongs were already imple-

mented at BL-5A and AR-NW12A, raising the number of

available PAMs at the PF macromolecular crystallography

beamlines to five. At AR-NE3A especially, large-scale fully

automated experiments are conducted frequently and an

increase in capacity is expected.

Here we describe a major improvement to the PAM, that is,

the development of a larger liquid-nitrogen Dewar. Further-

more, we present the characteristics of the system with the

developed Dewar based on experimental results.

2. Automated protein crystal exchange system PAM

2.1. System overview

For efficient use of beam time via fully automated experi-

ments and remote control, we have installed the protein

crystal exchange system PAM at all the macromolecular

crystallography beamlines at the PF. PAM consists of a four-

axis industrial robot and its controller (same series as the

SAM), double tongs, a force-torque sensor and a commercial

liquid-nitrogen Dewar 3K from Taylor Wharton, as shown in

Fig. 1. The industrial robot and the Dewar are fixed tightly to a

frame. The force-torque sensor is connected between the z-

axis of the robot and the double tongs, and is used for

detecting collisions and calibrating the cassette stand within

the Dewar (Fig. 2). The cassette stand (Fig. 2a) is inserted into

the Dewar, and it is fixed weakly by pushing the Dewar wall by

the screw heads (Fig. 2b) attached on the side of the top and

the bottom plates of the cassette stand [shown by the white

boxes in Fig. 2(a)].

The protein crystals captured by cryoloops are stored in the

SSRL cassette or the Universal V1-puck (Uni-puck). The

SSRL cassettes and the Uni-puck can hold 96 and 16 cryo-

loops, respectively. There are three cassette locations within

the liquid-nitrogen Dewar of the PAM for the SSRL cassette

or an adapter cassette containing four Uni-pucks. Therefore,

the capacity of the cryoloops is 288 samples.

2.2. Operation status

Sample exchange by the robots was started in 2006 at BL-

5A and AR-NW12A. Approximately 60000 samples have

been mounted by the robots as of 31 December 2012. Firstly,

the samples were inserted using the SSRL cassettes. In addi-

tion, we modified the PAM control software and beamline

control software for the Uni-puck; users have been able to

carry the samples by the Uni-pucks since June 2010. We can

estimate how many samples had been mounted during a single

beam time in the past three years (from April 2010 to

December 2012), as well as the number of cassettes carried by

the users. Almost all users inserted samples using four of fewer

Uni-pucks, or one SSRL cassette (Fig. 3). A maximum of eight

Uni-pucks were brought in during a single beam time (Fig. 3a),

and they could be inserted using the adapter cassettes inside

the PAM liquid-nitrogen Dewar, because the PAM Dewar

could hold 12 Uni-pucks simultaneously. On the other hand, a

maximum of seven SSRL cassettes were brought in during

another beam time (Fig. 3b), but four or more SSRL cassettes

could not be set inside the PAM Dewar simultaneously.

Therefore, the experiments had to be interrupted to replace

the cassettes.
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Figure 1
Inside of the experimental hutch of the AR-NE3A beamline and the
automated protein crystal exchange system PAM.

Figure 2
(a) Cassette stand. Screws in white boxes are used for fixing the cassette
stand in the Dewar. (b) Inside of the PAM liquid-nitrogen Dewar.

Figure 3
Distribution of the number of cassettes carried in one beam time. The
number of cassettes is estimated from the number of mounted samples.
For example, three SSRL cassettes correspond to 193–288 samples.



3. Expansion of the AR-NE3A PAM capacity

From our estimate of the number of SSRL cassettes in a given

beam time, we found that three or more SSRL cassettes were

inserted just in AR-NE3A (Fig. 3b). AR-NE3A is mainly used

by pharmaceutical companies, and most of its samples are part

of structural analysis investigations of the complexes of

medicinal candidate compounds and target proteins. There-

fore, we have decided to enlarge the capacity of the AR-

NE3A PAM.

3.1. Larger liquid-nitrogen Dewar

Since seven SSRL cassettes were used in only one beam

time, the number of cassette locations we picked was six. A

trial Dewar is shown in Fig. 4. Since easy manufacturing was

desired, the trial Dewar was chosen to be cylindrical and made

of stainless steel. This new Dewar has internal and external

walls, with vacuum between the walls for heat insulation. The

internal diameter of the trial Dewar is 550 mm, and the

external diameter is 590 mm. The depth of the currently used

commercial Dewar is 673 mm, but the lower half is unneces-

sary. Therefore, the depth of the trial Dewar is 360 mm and

the overall height is 450 mm. Approximately 62 l of liquid

nitrogen are necessary for keeping the samples at the cryo-

genic temperature (currently 57 l).

3.2. Cassette stand

The plate with six cassette locations is supported by four

legs, attached by nuts welded to the bottom of the Dewar.

Therefore, the screw heads attached to the side of the plate are

unnecessary. The position of the three right-hand-side cassette

locations and the dumbbell stand is almost the same as that of

the existing system. This situation facilitates software devel-

opment of the novel system. The left-hand three cassette

locations are placed at point-symmetrical positions around the

centre of the Dewar.

Six SSRL cassettes can be inserted within the novel liquid-

nitrogen Dewar (Fig. 4). However, only four Uni-puck adap-

ters can be placed simultaneously. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show

examples of inserted Uni-puck adapters. More adapters

cannot be put on empty cassette locations in Fig. 5, because of

interference.

3.3. Robot frame

Since the current frame of the AR-NE3A PAM was

developed to use the commercial Dewar from Taylor

Wharton, a robot frame was also designed from scratch to fit

the larger Dewar. The new frame (Fig. 6) is larger, but the

position of the frame legs is identical. We can easily install the

new sample-exchange system with the new frame on AR-

NE3A because we can use the same components to anchor the

frame to the floor.

4. Calibration

For safe and stable operation, we calibrate the position and

the orientation of the cassette stand components after the

liquid nitrogen is replaced every two or three weeks. In

addition, there is a need to recalibrate when there are

malfunctions. In the calibration, the sample-exchange system

automatically measures the position of the dumbbell stand,

the parameters of the double tongs, the position and the

orientation of each cassette, and the coordinates of the cryo-

pin on the goniometer. We need to check whether the cali-

bration is satisfactory using the new Dewar.
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Figure 4
A larger liquid-nitrogen Dewar and cassette stand. There are six cassette
locations within the developed Dewar. One dumbbell stand is attached to
the cassette stand. One more dumbbell stand can be attached at a point-
symmetrical position around the centre of the Dewar.

Figure 5
Examples of inserting the Uni-puck adapters. Five or six Uni-puck
adapters cannot be placed simultaneously, because of interference.

Figure 6
An industrial robot and a larger Dewar were implemented on the new
frame.



After filling the empty Dewar with liquid nitrogen and the

cassette system becoming sufficiently cold, we calibrated the

system. We then extracted the liquid nitrogen from the Dewar

and dried it. We repeated this procedure four times and

compared the calibration results for the existing and new

systems. The calibration experiments for the existing system

were carried out at BL-1A.

5. Results and discussions

Fig. 7 shows the results of the calibration experiments,

comparing absolute values of the difference from the average

of each parameter obtained by four calibration experiments.

Since the parameters obtained by four calibration experiments

at BL-1A differ greatly (Fig. 7a), the calibration had to be

carried out each time after drying the Dewar and adding liquid

nitrogen. As described in x2.1, the cassette stand was not fixed

firmly. The components of the cassette stand and the Dewar

shrank after adding liquid nitrogen causing the cassette stand

to move slightly, because not all components shrank equally.

On the other hand, the change of the parameters for the new

cassette stand and the Dewar was small (Fig. 7b). From

experience, an error below 0.1 mm does not cause a problem

in the operation of the robot. Once the calibration of the new

Dewar and cassette stand was carried out, we may not need to

recalibrate, even if liquid nitrogen is added to an empty

Dewar. This is a great advantage for maintaining a sample-

exchange system, because the new Dewar and cassette stand

have a lot of parameters which must be determined by cali-

bration.

6. Conclusion

A larger liquid-nitrogen Dewar was manufactured, doubling

the capacity of the sample-exchange system, allowing longer

uninterrupted operation of fully automated experiments.

Compared with the current system, the change in the para-

meters determined by calibration is very small, because the

cassette stand can be fixed to the new Dewar permanently.

This is not only useful for stable operation of the developed

sample-exchange system but also facilitates maintenance of

the whole system.
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Figure 7
Comparison between the (a) existing and (b) new Dewars. (A)–(H) are
calibration parameters: (A), (B) and (C) are the x-, y- and z-coordinates
of the dumbbell stand, (D) and (E) are the double tong parameters A and
B. (F), (G) and (H) are the x-, y- and z-coordinates of one of the cassettes.
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